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ABSTRACT
Feature models are widely used in domain engineering to
capture common and variant features among systems in a
particular domain. However, the lack of a widely-adopted
means of precisely representing and formally verifying fea-
ture models has hindered the development of this area. This
paper presents an approach to modeling and verifying fea-
ture diagrams using Semantic Web ontologies.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
D.2.13 [Software Engineering]: Reusable Software—Do-

main engineering ; I.2.4 [Artificial Intelligence]: Knowl-
edge Representation Formalisms and Methods—Represen-

tation languages

General Terms
Languages, Verification

Keywords
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1. INTRODUCTION
Domain engineering, which forms a basis for software prod-

uct line practices, is a software reuse approach that focuses
on a particular application domain. Feature modeling, as
“the greatest contribution of domain engineering to software
engineering” [1], plays an important role in domain engineer-
ing. Quite a number of feature-based reuse approaches have
been proposed. However, there is lack of methods and tools
that can support automated analysis over a feature model.
Such methods and tools should help us check the correctness
of a particular feature configuration based on the constraints
specified in the feature model.

Semantic Web has emerged as the next generation of the
Web since the past few years. We can see that there is a
strong similarity between Semantic Web ontology analysis
and feature modeling - both of which represent concepts
in a particular domain and define how various properties
relate them. Hence, we believe that Semantic Web can play
important roles in domain engineering.
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In this paper, we explore the synergy of domain engineer-
ing and Semantic Web. We propose using Semantic Web
language and tools to verify feature models in a domain en-
gineering context.

2. OVERVIEW

2.1 Feature modeling
A feature a distinguishable characteristic of a concept that

is relevant to some stakeholders [2]. Conceptual relation-
ships among features can be expressed by a feature model
as proposed by Kang et al. [4]. A feature model consists of
a feature diagram and other associated information (such as
rationale, constraints and dependency rules). A feature dia-
gram provides a graphical tree-like notation that shows the
hierarchical organization of features. The root of the tree
represents a concept node. All other nodes represent dif-
ferent types of features. In a feature model, there are four
commonly found feature types – ‘mandatory’, ‘optional’, ‘al-
ternative and ‘or’. A domain can be modeled as a concept.

Feature diagrams sometimes cannot capture all the con-
straints among the features. We have identified two addi-
tional relations among features: ‘requires’, which means that
the presence of some features in a configuration requires the
presence of some other features; and ‘excludes’, which means
that the presence of some feature excludes the presence of
some other features.

3. FEATURE MODELING USING OWL
In this Section, we describe how to model various feature

relations using OWL language constructs. Our presentation
of the OWL encoding will be divided into two parts – fea-
ture type modeling and feature configuration modeling. The
feature modeling in OWL are given in a syntax similar to
the “DL syntax” given in [3].

3.1 Conceptual Modeling
Before we model the different feature relations in a fea-

ture diagram, we need to build the OWL ontology for the
various nodes and edges in the diagram. It was constructed
as follows. Each node (concept or feature) in the feature di-
agram is modeled as an OWL class. And for each of the
nodes, we create a Rule class. This Rule class has two
kinds of conditions: Firstly, a necessary and sufficient (NS,
EquivalentClass) condition, using an existential restriction
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to bind the Rule node to the corresponding feature node in
the diagram; and Secondly, a number of (possibly 0) nec-
essary (N, subClassOf) constraints, serving two purposes –
to specify how each of its child features are related to this
node, capturing the various relations between features and
to specify how this feature node is constrained by other fea-
tures. Lastly, the root concept and features in a feature
diagram are inter-related by various feature relations, rep-
resented by different edge types in the diagram. In our OWL
model, for each of these edges, we create an object-property.
We assert that the range of the property is the respective
feature class.

For a parent feature G and its child features F1, ..., Fn ,
the initial modeling above produces the following ontology.
Note that the symbol ran denotes the range of a property.

G v Thing

GRule v Thing

F1 v Thing

F1Rule v Thing

· · ·

G 6= Fi , for 1 ≤ i ≤ n

Fi 6= Fj , for 1 ≤ i, j ≤ n ∧ i 6= j

hasG v ObjectProperty

ran hasG = G

GRule ≡ hasG G

hasF1 v ObjectProperty

ran hasF1 = F1

F1Rule ≡ hasF1 F1

· · ·

Now we are ready to model the feature relations using
the ontology. We use the ‘Mandatory’ feature type as the
example in this paper.

A mandatory feature is included if its parent feature is in-
cluded For each of the mandatory features F1, ..., Fn of a par-
ent feature G, we use one N constraints in GRule to model
it. It is a someValuesFrom restriction on hasFi , stating that
each instance of the rule class must have some instance of
Fi class for hasFi . The following ontology fragment shows
the modeling of mandatory feature set and parent feature
G.

GRule v hasF1 F1 · · · GRule v hasFn Fn

Other feature types can be modeled in a similar way.

3.2 Verifying Feature Configuration in OWL
A feature configuration is a set of features that an in-

stance of a concept may hold. We model the concept node
in the configuration as a subclass of the rule class for the
root in a feature diagram and use an existential restriction
for each feature included in the configuration. For each fea-
ture present in a feature diagram but not in its configura-
tion, we use a “cardinality = 0” restriction to prevent the
reasoning engine from inferring the existence of this feature
in the configuration. This is necessary because of the Open
World Assumption adopted by OWL. We make the concept
class to be equivalent (NS condition) to the conjunction of
the above constraints.

For a concept instance C derived from a feature diagram
with root concept G and a set of features F1, ..., Fn , if as-
suming that F1, ..., Fi appear in the configuration of C and
Fi+1, ..., Fn do not, a feature configuration can be modeled
as follows.

C v GRule

C ≡
d

(∃ hasFj Fj , for 1 ≤ j ≤ i) u
d

(hasFk = 0, for i < k ≤ n)

The feature configuration is constructed as a separate on-
tology and the reasoning engine is invoked to check its con-
sistency. The configuration is valid if the ontology is checked
to be consistent with respect to the feature diagram ontol-
ogy. Fig. 1 shows that we use Protégé-OWL and RACER
to successfully detect the inconsistence in a ‘Graph Product
Line’ (GPL) feature configuration.

Figure 1: RACER detects an inconsistency.

4. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we propose a Semantic Web approach for

feature modeling and verification. Feature model and con-
figuration verification is an important task in domain engi-
neering. With the growth of the number of features in a
feature model, manual checking of validity is very laborious
and error-prone. As OWL has a formal and rigorous seman-
tical basis and the decidability of OWL DL, fully automated
analysis is achievable. Also as OWL DL reasoning engines
are designed to handle large-scale knowledge bases, efficient
and effective analysis of large feature models are possible.
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